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INTRODUCTION
PINKIE was established by a group of young female entrepreneurs with unique visions. In essence,
Pinkie aims to be the female counterpart of SHIBA INU, by preserving the innovative and entertaining
vision of the precedent project, while also adding the necessary layer of female inclusion in the
blockchain realm. Even though our project started out as a decentralized meme token, it evolved into
a unique Beauty and Fashion Metafi Ecosystem.

VISION
Our belief is that cryptocurrency will serve
as the foundation of our global economies,
civilizations, and digital relationships in
the future. Investing in excellent female
entrepreneurs who reflect the huge audience
that this technology is intended to benefit is
how we hope to render this vision a reality.
There comes the point in everyone’s lives
when we must rise beyond our differences and
cooperate. We are ready to make a significant
step toward creating a better future for all of
us. For us, everything, boils down to people, and
hence the only way for us to go far is for us all
to work together. Our efforts in this direction
are focused on cooperation, cross-ecosystem
coordination, and upliftment of individuals in
our immediate environment.
PINKIE focuses on helping those vulnerable,
especially women and children. We aim to
support the Women breast cancer foundation
and Orphan children for this pursuit.

Overall, our project relies on a
combination of six core aspects, that
create an unparalleled experience in the
decentralized realm:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fun
Chic
Glamorous
Classy
Sophisticated
Vogue

At Pinkie, we seek to expand financial inclusion
and economic empowerment opportunities
for women throughout the world. In addition
to promoting a more balanced blockchain
industry, maintaining gender equality benefits
the overall sector by increasing the variety of
talents, creative thinking, and problem-solving
capacities across all sectors. Individuals who
were previously alienated or disadvantaged
are now able to engage in the development of
new technology as well as the socio-economic
environment in which it is implemented and
operated.
We want to be a worldwide brand that is
establishing itself in Metaverse. Ultimately, the
Metaverse has the potential to give mankind
more technological options than it has ever
had. By enabling us to satisfy an increasingly
larger amount of our demands in digital space
rather than physical space, we will eliminate the
current geographical and financial barriers.
There is an unprecedented potential for the
Metaverse to provide humanity with more
technical possibilities than it has ever had
before. Due to technological advancements
that allow us to meet a growing proportion
of our needs in digital space rather than the
physical realm, we will be capable of doing far
more while conserving rather than consuming
resources such as gasoline, building materials,
and land.
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MISSION
We have great ambitions for our initiative, as
the ultimate goal for PINKIE is to become a
worldwide brand that has as many real-world
applications as possible. We will accomplish
this by collaborating with the largest
organizations in various sectors, by merging the
multitude of perspectives that arise from the
diverse experiences of our partners.
Moving forward, we have established a clear
strategy for the evolution of PINKIE. The first
and most important step is to establish a solid
global community by collaborating with allfemale influencers throughout the globe. After
that, the utility will be built on top of it.
So far, women have only played a modest part
in developing blockchain technology. Men have
historically dominated the technology, financial,
and scientific sectors, and this may be traced
back to the blockchain industry’s lack of female
participation in general.

Across the world, women continue to be
disproportionately impacted by financial
insecurity. As blockchain and cryptocurrencies
open up new horizons in banking and beyond,
we should be concerned about the gender
inequality that exists within the sector.
Nonetheless, it is not too late to close the
gender gap that has persisted in the financial
and technology sectors for many years in the
blockchain business. While the blockchain
field is still in its infancy, we need to open up
dialogues about these challenge and implement
the needed changes as soon as possible.
We’re delighted to take the next step toward
assuring a more diversified future for crypto
creators and beneficiaries throughout the
globe. PINKIE aims to uncover the greatest
entrepreneurs and provide them with the tools
they need to thrive by using all of our expertise
and networks.
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NFTs
Introducing PINKIE NFTs –
Converging NFT Innovation with
Inclusiveness
PINKIE NFTs emerge as a pioneering initiative
in the blockchain space, aspiring to combine
innovation and inclusivity, empowering women
in this novel era. This collection of 10,000 oneof-a-kind stylish NFTs will soon to be released
on the Ethereum blockchain.
At this point in time, it is critical for women
to be involved in the blockchain realm, since
we are creating the future generation of the
financial ecosystem. Overall, NFTs will be able
to represent women worldwide, surpassing
the current obstacles and lack of inclusivity.
PINKIE NFTs will play a significant role in this
transformation, enabling women to choose
from a plethora of NFTs that will represent them
across all borders and current hurdles!

Mission of PINKIE NFTs
We aspire to be the female counterpart of SHIBA
INU, retaining the previous project’s original
and entertaining concept while also including
the required layer of female inclusion in the
blockchain sphere. Although this project began
as a decentralized meme coin, it has grown
into a one-of-a-kind Beauty and Fashion Metafi
Ecosystem.

Enhancing Inclusiveness in the
NFT Realm
Until recently, NFTs have been unable to access
the essential female demographic. Numerous
surveys and research projects attest to the
existence of a gender disparity. To close the
gender barrier, the cryptocurrency industry needs
more female role models to inspire women to
invest in and learn about NFTs.
Moving forward, female specialists need more
help and recognition due to the disparity they
face due to various factors, including unequal
treatment and a lack of venture capitalist aid.
PINKIE was founded in San Francisco by a group
of young female entrepreneurs with distinct
aspirations, aiming to share this innovative spirit
with other women.
We have a strong belief that, although several
challenges must be solved before the blockchain
and cryptocurrency industries reach the
general public, the lack of diversity and ‘tech
bro’ mentality should not impede the industry’s
progress.

When the worlds of fashion and NFTs are
brought together, an entirely new route for
women to express themselves emerge! Every
woman is beautiful; she only has to trust herself
and her powers to achieve anything she wants
to. NFTs represent one element that would
empower women and help them find that inner
strength they all possess.
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Uncovering the Community
Emphasis
It is critical to grasp this idea of the ecosystem
as our project evolves and new versions
are promoted. The community will have a
tremendous lot of engagement, future options,
and unique methods to immerse themselves in
this new world
PINKIE NFTs are the tools through which women
can explore and construct a new world, and
adjust to the future coming at them in high gear.
From assisting those new to NFTs, producing
and sharing amazing digital products, and

maintaining a friendly atmosphere for everyone,
the PINKIE community is inclusive, hopeful, and
uplifting. We have such a shared vision and are
devoted to becoming a force for global good.
We believe that through NFTs, we can provide
chances for everybody, everywhere in the globe,
to be an active participant in this new age of the
web. From the beginning, we have believed in
the importance of giving back. We are working
together to expand diversity in the NFT sector,
educate and onboard the next generation of
female visionaries, as well as to ensure that
everyone has access to the same resources and
opportunities.
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METAVERSE
Stepping into the PINK CITY
Metaverse
It’s all about urban fashion and entertainment
in the Pink City Metaverse. The Runway,
Nightclubs, a unique combination of the joyful
environment of a nightclub and the elegant
spirit of the runway, await you. Brace yourself
for the chance to express your originality. Our
vitality and determination to cherish every
minute will be on display on the streets of this
vibrant Pink City !
At dusk and dawn, the inhabitants of this
cosmopolitan metropolis come to life. With Pink
City you get the experience of being whisked
away to another world. To put it simply, it’s the
place where you’re the happiest.
Pink City is a story about two cities, and two
worlds all rolled into one. The Hollywood image
of a stylish city at night conjures up hues of pink
neon lights, the underworld, and wild partying.
At night, the fashionable city morphs into an
incubator of new ideas.
The city has a high level of competitiveness
and vitality, which creates a creative spirit and
a strong need for self-expression. Everything
is conceivable here, and its residents are
constantly reimagining it.
The pace of life here is fast, crazy, and intensely
competitive. This is a never-ending adventure
since the stylish city is ever-changing. In the
Pink City Metaverse, you’ll be able to utilize
your creativity and think beyond the traditional
boundaries.
Pink City is a city never sleeps, the vibrant
nightlife offers a one-of-a-kind experience. Pink
City has established itself as a pioneering venue
in the electronic music industry.
A completely new path of prospects for the
fashion industry opens up when the world of
fashion and DeFi are brought together in one
place.

Fashion businesses and designers no longer
need fibres or even manufacturing facilities in
this new environment. The ability to get their
garments to life via computer programs and 3D
animations was never seen before.
The quick pace and adoption of the Metaverse
compelled a plethora of sectors to begin
experimenting on the new frontier that has been
opened up to them. Historically, the DNA of
luxury fashion has been founded in exclusivity,
with products available only to a select few.
While wide accessibility to the Metaverse may
seem to be with the image of exclusivity that
surrounds it, this is not the case.
After all, the Metaverse is undoubtedly the most
significant breakthrough in the virtual reality
realm, and it has the potential to fundamentally
alter our perspective of the internet and
social media interactions. The Metaverse is
permanent, real-time, self-sustaining, limitless,
and interoperable, and these traits are the
main elements that come together to form the
Metaverse as a whole.
It is clearly imaginable that everyone will wish to
show their uniqueness by choosing their digital
clothing in their distinctive manner. Fashion
is believed to be a sort of soul and identity
formation in this virtual environment that offers
a whole new tridimensional perspective of the
world, just as it is in the actual world.
When it comes to expressing ourselves in a
social environment, fashion is the primary
medium through which we may do so. Digital
fashion enables us to do so with fewer limits,
allowing us to break free from the social and
physical constraints of the actual world.
Living out your fantasies is essential, and
the Metaverse is an excellent instrument
for experiencing the ultimate fashion
metamorphosis!
Are you ready to find your virtual self? Then
be ready to step up on the PINK CITY Runway,
where you will shine the brightest!
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TOKENOMICS
Project Name: Pinkie Inu
Contract Address: 0x628e3a6FD5E78564dA8de2aa7386d57B84902380
Token Symbol: PINKIE
Decimal: 18
FIXED Supply: 10 Trillion
Platform: BSC

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

20%

Female Influencers Worldwide

25%

Token Bonus (6 months vesting)
Team (12 months locked)
Community Sale
Cross Chain Integration

17%

2.5%

Liquidity

2.5%

CEX Listing

5%
5%
10%
8%

5%

Presale
Pink City Metaverse Development
Burnt
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TAX DISTRIBUTION
1%
Charities

2%
Development
1%
Auto Liquidity

Total Tax 6%

2%
Marketing
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ROADMAP
PancakeSwap
Listing

Pinksale
Launch
Pad

Cross-Chain
Integration

CEX Listing

NFTs Launch

Pinkie Dao
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Pink City
Metaverse
Development

Pinkie
Cosmetics &
Merch

Disclaimer
Pinkie Token is a social experiment. By purchasing Pinkie Token, you agree that you are not purchasing a
security or investment contract and you agree to hold the team harmless and not liable for any losses or
taxes you may incur. Although Pinkie is a community driven project and not a registered digital currency,
always make sure that you are in compliance with local laws and regulations before you make any purchase.
Cryptocurrencies are not legal tender and are not investments.

